A physical sign of stroke sequel on the skeleton of Leonardo da Vinci?

Scholars generally state that Leonardo da Vinci died in 1519 at age 67 of recurrent stroke. One finding may confirm this medical hypothesis: in 1863, the grave of Leonardo was discovered in the Saint-Florentin chapel of Amboise (France), with the skeleton of an old man, tiny fragments of white hair, 8 remaining teeth, and the upper right arm blocked over the skull (figure).

Engraving from L’Artiste [Paris], March 1, 1864, from a drawing by Frans Verhas.
The main explication for this atypical position is the presence of a local or regional handicap. Stroke is a possible cause of such anomaly, causing muscular retraction or shoulder dislocation (whose reduction may be difficult or impossible, even postmortem). A direct examination of the skeleton could complete this anthropologic analysis.
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Registration Now Open for 2017 AAN Annual Meeting in Boston

Discover the Annual Meeting everyone’s talking about. We changed the entire format and feel of the AAN Annual Meeting for 2016—and people took notice! We’re doing it again in 2017, and adding even more changes to the docket. Register today to experience the value, choice, customization, and innovation that only an AAN Annual Meeting can offer. We look forward to seeing you April 22-28 in Boston. Register today at AAN.com/view/AM17.

BrainPAC

BrainPAC is the American Academy of Neurology’s (AAN) federal political action committee.

• Since its inception, more than 3,600 AAN members have contributed $2,000,000 to BrainPAC.

• BrainPAC contributed more than $600,000 to individuals who ran for election in 2016, including several first-time candidates.

• During the 2016 congressional election, 92% of candidates supported by BrainPAC won election to the US Congress.

BrainPAC supports both Democrats and Republicans who support issues important to the practice of neurology and the care of patients with neurologic conditions. US AAN members are invited to learn more at BrainPAC.org.
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